The 34th Symposium on International Society of Life Information Science (ISLIS) " Seeking a New World View Which Can Explain Wonderful Phenomena" VI
17-20 August 2012, Fuji Calm, Yamanashi, Japan

<Main Symposium> (17P.M.-19A.M)

<Report of Chairman of Board of Directors>
The 34th Symposium on Life Information Science “Seeking a New World View Which Can Explain Wonderful Phenomena” VI held by The International Society of Life Information Science (ISLIS)
Expectations for Holding the Fuji Camp Mikio YAMAMOTO, Ph.D.,
Chairman of the Board of Directors, International Research Institute (IRI) http://www.a-iri.org/index-e.html
Advisor, Human Science Association of the Diet Members (AS), Visiting Professor, Toho University
nsposiri@gmail.com

The International Society of Life Information Science (ISLIS) has sought scientific proofs of existence of wonderful phenomena and resolution of their principles in these 17 years since its foundation in 1995. Thirty-four symposia have been held and 34 issues of the Journal of International Society of Life Information Science (Journal of ISLIS), totaling more than 5,000 pages, have been published periodically. The existence of many wonderful phenomena has been proved scientifically in this time; however, their accompanying principles have not been resolved. Therefore, many participants will gather at Fuji Calm in Yamanashi, Japan and hold discussions on these and other matters. A variety of phenomena such as spiritual healing, qi gong, past-life regression therapy and supernatural phenomena exist which cannot be explained by modern science results. The world view of each field will be explained to the participants, and then discussions will be held about these topics. Moreover, direct interactions and experiences in each field will be offered to participants, such as various demonstrations of qi gong, yoga, hypnotic therapy, and so on. The 34th Symposium will include many titles related to effects from the Great East Japan Earthquake on people’s happiness and the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant on the role of nuclear power plants as energy sources.

<Lecture>
Science and Spirituality Craig JUNJULAS
Representative of Highselfdiscovery.com

Why the psychic, mystical, spiritual powers and teachings have been hidden in the past and why they are being brought out into the public and offered to the everyday world. The need to join together in research and cross disciplinary boundaries.

<Lecture>
Optical Illusions and the Brain Function Kimiko KAWANO
Vice President (Former President), International Society of Life Information Science (ISLIS)
Vice Director, Institute for Living Body Measurements, Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors, International Research Institute
kawano@a-iri.org

There are many sensory illusionary phenomena and many well known pictures of optical illusions. Those sensory illusions are often considered, as if the brain mistakes the interpretation. However, for the brain, those are actually real results. In the course of the growth process since birth, the brain creates neural circuits by itself through exchanging information with external sites. The illusions are the result of having processed information correctly and accurately. The author will present information about the processing function of the brain and the neural network creation process by showing examples of various illusions.

<Mini Symposium>
How to Create the Happy and Peaceful Future World – At the Paradigm Shift to the New Civilization
Background of Foundation of the IRI-World Happiness Institute (IRI-WHI) Mikio YAMAMOTO, Ph.D.(Engineering), Ph.D.(Medicine)
President, IRI-World Happiness Institute (IRI-WHI)

The IRI-World Happiness Institute (IRI-WHI) was founded on June 9, 2012 as an organization of the NPO-International Research Institute (IRI). Its founding is the culmination of much work and many meetings since early 2011, following the author’s thinking for the past ten years about founding an institute for the
philosophy of world peace and happiness. Three targets of the IRI-WHI are: (1) Shifting from the hunt for “More and More” to the hunt for “Excitement” (Finding pleasure in what a person has now), that is, shifting from emphasis on the GDP (Gross Domestic Product) to the GNH (Gross National Happiness); (2) Moving to an “Excitement Resonance” among individuals, society and abandoning a dependence on nuclear power plants; and (3) Creation of a society and a world in which freedom, democracy, equality, and peace thrive in people of warm hearts who think deeply of themselves and others. All the members of the IRI-WHI will be involved in research and discussions on subconscious philosophy and policy, and the IRI-WHI will work to advance these ideas. The first job is establishing a philosophy and policy on nuclear power plants and electric power supplies and the recommendation to the Japanese Government. You are quite welcome to join us.

What is Happiness? - the Ancient Wisdom and Searching Subconsciousness

Daiho SAITO, M.D.,
Senior Researcher, IRI-World Happiness Institute (IRI-WHI)
Representative of the Association of Psychological Care Daiju NPO
Member of Catuddisa Sangha / Nichiren Buddhist monk
daiho_cs@yahoo.co.jp

There are two different ways to pursue happiness. The ancient saints recognized one of them as the way to real happiness clearly. We can say it the way to deeper happiness, or say it the happiness which is brought by searching subconsciousness. The present social and economical system is based on another, so that doesn’t make us true happiness but leads various difficulties in the end. I believe that pursuing deep happiness is a key point to overcome the global crisis fundamentally.

Happiness: Clues from Social Aspects of Suicide, and Neurophysiology

Hirohito TSUBOY, M.D., Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Institute of Medical, Pharmaceutical & Health Sciences, Kanazawa University

This presentation will look at suicide, which can be thought of as a counter situation to happiness. Although some persons choose suicide in order to protest against social evils, almost all suicides are caused by unhappiness. In this presentation, the social aspects of suicide are the focus; it is hoped that points in the discussion will help to create a happy world.
In addition, pleasure and happiness will be discussed from the viewpoint of classic experiments in neurophysiology in relation to the reward and aversion systems in the brain.

Towards an Exultant and Pacified Tomorrow - A Global Balancing Act

Taiken KAMIKAWA
Secretary General, Catuddisa Sangha

The movement of Catuddisa Sangha is underpinned by its Vision to counteract, as well as to provide a different perspective to, the existing political and economic World Order. The Vision we so dearly uphold, in short, is to create - within the world which we call home - a Balancing Power driven by the virtues of ethical conduct, righteousness, compassion and love, benevolence, and altruism - all that amounts to what one might call “Justice of Mankind”. We aim to reach this lofty position through our grassroots actions that impact directly the day-to-day interactions of ordinary people. The movement encompasses over 20 nations across Asia and beyond, and the group is continuously harnessing its cross-border network.

The Recommendation to the Japanese Government on the Policy for Nuclear Power Plants and Electric Power Supplies

Mikio YAMAMOTO, Ph.D (Engineering), Ph.D (Medicine)
President, IRI-World Happiness Institute (IRI-WHI)
nspoini@gmail.com http://www.a-iri.org/whi/

The IRI-World Happiness Institute (IRI-WHI) was founded on June 9, 2012 as an organization of the NPO-International Research Institute (IRI). Since its establishment, the first job has been discussing and establishing a philosophy and policy for nuclear power plants and electric power supplies. The IRI-WHI sent the recommendation to the Japanese Government in early August 2012. The recommendation includes the following: (1) Saving electrical power and other energies in Japan; (2) Stopping all nuclear power generation quickly and decommissioning of all nuclear power plants; (3) Developing green energies quickly to speed-up the switch from nuclear power generation; (4) Separation of electric power supply and generation from the business of one company into the business of several companies; and so on. The recommendation also includes the policy by which industries and employments can be built up.

<Main Symposium> (18A/M)

Let's Improve Our Health through Kiryo - Practical Seminar of Kiryo

Tadashi KANZAWA
President, Kiryo-juyukugakuen
http://www.kiryo-juyuku.jp info@kiryo-juyuku.jp

See 19th optional Seminar
<Mini Symposium > Lectures and Discussion
Ways of Realization of World Happiness
Taiken KAMIKAWA, Daiho SAITO, Hirohito TSUBOI, Mikio YAMAMOTO
(Titles are shown under yesterday’s program.)
Mr. KAMIKAWA will be the presenter for the group. He will describe many practices and experiences for ways to realize world happiness. Let’s discuss them together.

<Main Symposium > (18P.M)

<Workshop>
You are Ascending!
Craig JUNJULAS Representative of Higherselfdiscovery.com
Ascension energy has always been available to the human race. More people are becoming aware of this because of the publicity both to fear and hope of December 2012. Some people look to the Mayan calendar marking the galactic alignment opportunity of Ascension. Other focus on the potential for doomsday and the end of life on Earth as we know it. But what is Ascension? And what does Ascension mean for the everyday life of the people? Craig will offer practical techniques, to experience this Ascension Energy and become a radiant being.

<Research Presentation>
Bio-PK Detectivity of Fluorescence Measurement Method: Early Spring Test
Hideyuki KOKUBO1,2, Satoshi KOYAMA1, Osamu TAKAG1, Kimiko KAWANO1 and Mikio YAMAMOTO1
1 Institute of Living Body Measurements, International Research Institute
2 Institute for Informatics and Consciousness, Meiji University
Since 2006, we have been working to realize new measuring methods for non-contact healing (bio-PK) power and have developed a biophoton measurement method, a gas measurement method, and a fluorescence measurement method using pieces of Cucumis sativus ‘white spine type’ cucumber as bio-sensors. The purposes of the present paper were: 1) to test bio-PK detectivity of our fluorescence method in early spring; 2) to test controllability of the direction of increase or decrease of fluorescence material; and 3) to compare results of the healing test with the pre- and post-tests. Eight volunteer healers (1 male, 7 females; 34-51y, average 46.8y) were participants. From the gas measurement results, in the healing test, bio-PK effects were detected as the average J value was JG = 0.104 (n = 31, 95% confidence interval = ±0.056). Also, in the pre-and post-tests, strange effects were detected as the average J value was J0 = 0.127 (n = 32, 95% confidence interval = ±0.056). From the fluorescence measurement results, there were significant differences in Jfi values between the healing and pre-and post-tests (p = 0.033-1.55×10^{-2}, n = 123-128). Moreover, trial data were analyzed by their data patterns of J values (combined pattern of JG and Jfi values). Data patterns (response patterns of bio-sensor) were categorized into 3 groups by cluster analysis. It was concluded that: 1) the fluorescence measurement method was useful to detect bio-PK in early spring; 2) it was difficult to control the direction of increase or decrease of the amount of fluorescence material; and 3) there was a possibility that various healing ways can be categorized by response patterns of the bio-sensor.

<Research Presentation>
EEG Analyses on Qigong, Meditation and Various Healing Methods
Kimiko KAWANO1 and Tsuyoshi KUSHIDA2
1 Institute for Living Body Measurements, International Research Institute
2 Yokohama Ryokuen Okamoue Clinic
kawano@jr-iri.org
One of the authors has previously investigated physiological characteristics of practitioners and their clients during various sessions using qigong, meditation and healing and discussed their effects using mainly EEG analyses. In this report, the authors studied differences in muscle activities between qigong/taichi-quan and stretch/gymnastic exercises and discussed similarities and differences in the conscious states expressed in the EEGs while doing those practices. Neural activities which cause the muscle motion appear as extremely small peaks on the transient EEG chart and are too difficult to measure directly. However, the low frequency parts of EMGs induced by the motion are mixed into the β bands of the EEGs. So, it is possible to estimate muscle activities from the rates of each frequency band of the EEG. The higher-level practitioners were considered to perform qigong or taichi-quan with the less work by the muscles. During mediation, the authors observed that the α waves increased on the frontal area of the brain and sometimes the θ waves also increased. The EEGs during Theta-Healing, introduced recently from the USA, were compared with those during qigong and meditation. The θ waves occasionally appeared, as they did in the meditation state. Those conscious states were considered to lead to the healing effects.
< Lecture & Practical Session >
Detecting Respiration Using a Strain Gage —Basic Method and Demonstration of Detection—
Ghen OHYAMA Tama Rehabilitation School
We made a simple system for detecting respiration using a strain gage. The resistance of this device changes according to its length. The movements of the chest and the abdomen are displayed on a computer screen. This system is used for training in singing. This system is also useful for training in respiration methods.

< Mini Symposium > Discussions
How Should Nuclear Power Plants and Energies Be Managed?
Mikio YAMAMOTO, Daiho SAITO, Taiken KAMIKAWA
(Titles are shown under yesterday’s program.)
Hideo YOICHI, Senior Researcher, International Research Institute (IRI)
The audience is encouraged to bring PPTs, DVDs, other visual aids, and materials to discuss together the question: How Should Nuclear Power Plants and Energies Be Managed?

< Main Symposium > (19A.M)

< Mini Symposium >
Healing and Knowledge Obtained through Past-Life Regression Therapy

How Past-Life Regression Therapy Assists One’s Awakening Process
Maiko OTSUKI
Hypnotherapist, President of Otuki Holistic
office@otsuki-holistic.com
The basic philosophy of Past-Life Regression Therapy (PLT) a la Dr. Brian L. Weiss is that the subconscious mind is the most knowledgeable about oneself, and that the therapist should allow the wisdom of one’s subconscious to decide when/where to regress and what to focus on. In this report, I’ll explain how PLT as such helps a person release old negative emotions, obtain deeper and higher insights, and become more awakened spiritually, by showing some of the most significant cases.

A Report on Regression Therapy
Kazue HAYASHI
College of Life and Health Science, Chiba University
ka-hayashi@isc.chiba.ac.jp
The basic philosophy of Past-Life Regression Therapy (PLT) a la Dr. Brian L. Weiss is that the subconscious mind is the most knowledgeable about oneself, and that the therapist should allow the wisdom of one’s subconscious to decide when/where to regress and what to focus on. In this report, I’ll explain how PLT as such helps a person release old negative emotions, obtain deeper and higher insights, and become more awakened spiritually, by showing some of the most significant cases.

A Report on Past-Life Recalls under Regression Therapy
Satoshi OKAMOTO
Faculty of Humanities, Chiba University
chososhis@gmail.com
In this presentation I would like to report on my past-life recalls I experienced under Past-Life Regression Therapy a la Dr. Brian L. Weiss conducted by a hypnotherapist, Maiko OHTSUKI from the subjective point of view. The past-life personalities I recalled is a person who appears to have lived in the period straddling the late Edo and early Meiji. He was a low-class samurai warrior of Tosa Province (now Kochi Prefecture) and came to work at a shipping company related to Mitsubishi founded by Iwasaki Yataro. Based on this experience, I would also like to consider the verifiability of past-life recalls and its meaning for the present life.

A Report on Past-Life Recalls under Regression Therapy
Masayuki OHKADO
Faculty of General Education, Chiba University
ohkado@isc.chiba.ac.jp
As reported in Ohkado et al. (2009, 2010), Wambach (1978), Whitton and Fisher (1986), Williston and Johnstone (1995), there are a number of cases of past-life recalls under Past-Life Regression Therapy that appear to be “real” and historically “verified.” On the other hand, as demonstrated by Baker (1986), Spanos et al. (1991), and Venn (1986), past-life recalls can be susceptible to therapists’ suggestion as well as subjects’ imagination, one should be cautious about regarding past-life recalls as historical facts unless careful research has been conducted and verified. In this presentation, putting aside the issues of whether past-life recalls can be regarded as historical facts or not, from the subjective point of view, I would like to report on my own dramatic past-life recalls which I experienced under Past-Life Regression therapy a la Dr. Brian L. Weiss. I would also like to touch on the effects
of the experience that lasted for about a week.

<br />

<**Lecture & Workshop**>

The Possibility of Energy/Spiritual Healing for Integrative Medicine
- including blood/psychological/physiological data during Thetahealing sessions as an interim report -

Tsuyoshi KUSHIDA¹ and Kimiko KAWANO²
1 Medical Clinic Director, Yokohama Ryoukuen Okanoe Clinic
2 International Research Institute (IRI)

Social recognition of psychological therapies which aim remissions of diseases by changing belief system of subconscious is still low in Japan, if not only energy healing or spiritual healing. I would like to give an overview of Thetahealing® which combines such therapeutic methods and to discuss the possibility of the application of the healing.

My data includes brain waves and other physiological data of clients during the sessions, as well as psychological tests results and blood immunity tests results of pre- and post-sessions. All of the data have been collected for analysis currently and this lecture will inform the data as an interim report. Demonstrative sessions for the audience will be given after the lecture.

<**Optional Seminar**> (19P.M.-20A.M)

<br />

Experience of Petit Hemi-Sync

Masamichi SAKAMOTO
Residential Facilitator of Monroe Institute, Aquavision Academy

In this workshop, participants will learn the basics of Hemi-Sync®, which enables one to experience the state of expanded awareness. In this state, one could access many interesting possibilities including past life experiences and exploring realities beyond the physical reality.

Let’s Improve Our Health through Kiryo – Practical Seminar of Kiryo

Tadashi KANZAWA
President, Kiryo-jiyukagakuen
http://www.kiryo-jiyuku.jp info@kiryo-jiyuku.jp

We live our daily life emitting “life energy” from our bodies as do all other animals. Life energy is emitted from our five fingers of both hands. We can use our ten fingers freely using the “motor functions” of our cerebrum. However, our fingers also have another kind of function. It is a “healing function” based on our brain stem. For the healing function, our fingers have two abilities: one of them is to emit life energy and the other is to feel invisible life energy emitted from other humans and animals. A few persons know about the possibilities of this “healing function.” The fingers are the most important factor in the theory and practice of kiryo (a kind of ki therapy). Effects of healing functions of five fingers are to recover injuries and diseases without physical touches and to prevent diseases. In the present seminar, I will explain details of the healing function of the five fingers of each hand.

The Meditation & Deep Dialogue for Constructing the Basis of Happiness in our Mind

Daiho SAITO
Representative of the Association of Psychological Care Daiju NPO
Member of Cauddisa Sangha / Nichiren Buddhist monk, Medical doctor
daio_cs@yahoo.co.jp

After 3.11, the paradigm shift with the transformation of our consciousness is occurring in Japan. It is never given by others but we should discover it by ourselves through our fundamental asking, such the question " What we want really? What is true happiness or happy society?"

This seminar is a trial to find the true happiness in our mind deeply and experientially, and develop it.

**The meditation:** The dynamic meditation in accordance with Buddhism sutras as the universal human wisdom.
1. You will be released from sadness and anxiety.
2. And will be opened your window on mind
3. Next the real mind of you will be spring up = You will be connected with something great, other people and nature.

**The deep dialogue**

Let’s picture the happy society of future through the deep dialogue. You need not lead the correct answer but respect freenings of each. We may adopt the contents, which you would talk on this seminar, as the materials when IRI-World Happiness Institute will draft some principles and policies, propose to government and others.